Weather apps were a-buzz days prior to the event, with all of us worried that storms would prevent the shoot. To our surprise, the rain came early and was done well before the shoot began. Even the mud couldn’t stop us from having a good time socializing and networking. Guests enjoyed a hot dog lunch, a large steak dinner and complimentary beverages before, during and after the shoot. Awesome raffle prizes, shooting awards, a program and some entertaining background music made for a great after-the-shoot party (the free beer helped too).

This year, 200 shooters, making up 35 teams on 20 stations helped prove this event as one of the industry’s main attractions! We are pleased to report that this event generated more than $13,000 for the MBEX/TBG scholarship fund, which will be used to further and continue the education of students in the construction field.

1ST place team Commercial Fixtures - 376
2ND place team Veit Companies (team 2) - 374
3RD place team Adolfson & Peterson Construction (team 2) - 367
4TH place team (tie) A P I Distribution + CD Tile & Stone - 364
Top female Larissa Indrebo, RMS Rentals - 88
Parkos Class winner Dan G - 18
Lewis Class A 1ST: Kim Lundin - 97, 2ND: Dexter - 97, 3RD: Rick Scott - 97
Lewis Class B 1ST: Kevin Wargin - 85, Brad Kearn - 85, Matt Rothbauer - 85
Lewis Class C 1ST: Joe Nelson - 71, Nick Burton - 71, Mike Kliest - 71
Major raffle winner CZ model shotgun: John Noe, $500 cash: Wes Will

Lunch sponsor Parkos Construction Co Inc On Course Bev Sponsor A P I Distribution Inc
Beer Wagon sponsor Bituminous Roadways Inc + A S D C O
Dinner sponsor Alliance Bank + WTG Terrazzo & Tile Inc + Shaw/Stewart Lumber Company

A special thanks to all sponsors, participants and volunteers...YOU made this event a success!